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Introduction
revious kinematic studies on the effects of knee braces
have concentrated primarily on the anterior cruciate
ligament and the effects of bracing to stabilize the knee
that has a deficiency of this ligament1-23. The majority of those
studies have concentrated on the analysis of functional knee
braces with use of arthrometers2,3,5-8,10-15. Other studies have concentrated on the analysis of femorotibial translation through
the use of roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis techniques4,9,16,17, subjective evaluation of bracing by categorizing
pain and functional ability18-22, and the determination of the
effectiveness of different types of knee braces, such as cast
bracing23-26. Although minimal research evaluating the efficiency of off-loading braces for the treatment of unicompartmental arthritic degeneration has been performed, a previous
study with an initial fluoroscopic analysis determined that
bracing is an effective treatment for osteoarthritis of the knee
in nonobese patients under weight-bearing conditions27. In
that investigation of a single type of brace, the results were
not assessed for three-dimensional motion and the study did

P

not determine whether different types of osteoarthritic knee
braces would perform well under similar conditions.
The objective of the present study was to analyze subjects with symptomatic unicompartmental osteoarthritis under in vivo, dynamic weight-bearing conditions with use of
video fluoroscopy28,29 to determine whether five different offloading knee braces provide separation of the medial femoral
condyle from the tibial plateau, thus avoiding excessive loads
on the degenerated compartment.
Materials and Methods
ith institutional review board approval, five subjects
with substantial medial compartment osteoarthritis of
the knee who had provided consent to participate were studied with fluoroscopic surveillance of the knee in the frontal
plane while they performed a normal gait on a treadmill (Fig.
1, a and b). Medial joint space narrowing was demonstrated in
all patients on standing anteroposterior radiographs. The subjects were the patients of one surgeon (M.C.N.) and all were
clinically diagnosed as having marked unicompartmental de-

W

Fig. 1

Subject performing normal gait on a treadmill without a brace (a) and with a brace (b).
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Fig. 2

Reconstruction of the normal knee based on computed tomographic scanning images.

generative joint space narrowing. Initially, each subject was
asked to walk without the assistance of an off-loading brace
(Fig. 1, a). Then, to evaluate a placebo effect, each subject was
asked to perform the same activity while wearing an anterior
cruciate ligament brace. Finally, each subject was fitted with
five different off-the-shelf osteoarthritic knee braces and performed with a normal gait while under fluoroscopic surveillance (Fig. 1, b). To ensure that each brace was fitted properly,
all companies were contacted and were asked to send one of
their sales representatives to the evaluation site. Therefore, if
they chose to participate, the sales representatives for each
company were asked to fit their brace on each of the patients.
The five osteoarthritic knee braces evaluated were the Bledsoe
Thruster 2 (Bledsoe Brace Systems, Grand Prairie, Texas),
Breg Tradition X2K (Orthofix International, Huntersville,
North Carolina), DJ OAdjuster (dj Orthopedics, Vista, California), GII Unloader Spirit (Generation II; Richmond, British Columbia, Canada), and the OAsys (Innovation Sports,
Foothill Ranch, California).
Each subject also underwent a computed tomographic
scan to allow three-dimensional reconstruction of the distal
aspect of the femur and the proximal aspect of the tibia (Fig.
2). Since the skeletal geometry is different for every person,
computer-aided design models of the normal femur, tibia, and
fibula were created for each specific subject. In order to create
these models, the normal knee was imaged with use of computed tomography at intervals of 1 to 3 mm over a range of
approximately 5 in (12.7 cm) superior and inferior to the knee
joint line (approximately ninety to 140 total slices). The computed tomography slice interval was set at 1 mm near the joint
interface and 3 mm farther from the interface to minimize radiation exposure to the patient, while providing enough data
from which to create accurate computer-aided design models.
The three-dimensional bone density data were then loaded

into the MIMICS software package (Materialise, Ann Arbor,
Michigan) in order to segment bone and the surrounding soft
tissues. Segmentation was achieved by applying a threshold
operator to the computed tomography data. Density values of
the bone and muscles differed substantially; therefore, a
threshold value was selected between them in order to remove
the soft tissue while retaining the bones. Once segmented, the
exterior edges of the femur and tibia were identified in each
computed tomography datum slice and designated with an
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) curve (Fig. 2).
These curves were loaded into a software package (Pro/
ENGINEER; Parameteric Technology; Waltham, Massachusetts), and iterative interpolations were performed to create
full three-dimensional surface models for the distal aspect of
the femur and the proximal aspects of the tibia and fibula
(Fig. 3).
With use of a model-fitting technique, the threedimensional bones were overlaid onto the fluoroscopic images
to determine the amount of medial off-loading30,31. Successive
fluoroscopic images of each patient’s stance phase, without a
brace and while wearing the anterior cruciate ligament brace
and the five osteoarthritic knee braces, were downloaded to a
computer workstation. Images were captured at five instances
during the stance-phase of gait: heel strike, 33% of stance
phase, midstance, 66% of stance-phase, and at toe-off. A
comparative analysis of the findings while each of the five osteoarthritic knee braces was worn and during the test performed without a brace was conducted for each subject.
Then, the amount of medial condylar separation was assessed
for each subject and was compared with that for all five subjects while each of the five different braces was worn, to determine which brace proved to be most effective.
The process error for the three-dimensional fluoroscopic analysis used in this study was 0.3 mm32.
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TABLE I Average Amount of Medial Condylar Separation for All Five Subjects at Three Different Locations During Stance
Phase of Gait
Type of Brace
Bledsoe Thruster 2

Heel-Strike (mm)

Midstance (mm)

Toe-off (mm)

1.3

0.6

1.3

DJ OAdjuster

1.2

0.3

0.4

Breg Tradition

0.7

0.1

0.2

OAsys

0.7

0.0

0.0

GII Unloader Spirit

0.7

0.2

0.1

Anterior cruciate ligament

0.2

0.0

0.0

Results
nitially, the analysis of the anterior cruciate ligament brace
revealed, on the average, no medial compartment separation
during midstance or toe-off and an average separation of only
0.2 mm at heel-strike, which is below the error threshold of 0.3
mm (Table I). Analysis of the osteoarthritic knee braces revealed variable results (Tables I through V). On the average, the
largest magnitude of medial condylar separation occurred at
heel-strike, leading to an assumption that all of these braces
were most effective at heel-strike compared with midstance and
toe-off. The Bledsoe braces (average, 1.3 mm) and DJ braces
(average, 1.2 mm) achieved the greatest amount of separation at
heel-strike compared with the other three braces (Table I). At
midstance, the Bledsoe brace was the only brace to produce an
average separation value greater than our process error. The DJ
brace achieved an average midstance value of 0.3 mm, equal to
our process error, while the other three braces had average values of <0.3 mm. At toe-off, the average amount of separation
was 1.3 mm when the subjects wore a Bledsoe brace, 0.4 mm
when they wore a DJ brace, and less than our process error of

I

0.3 mm for the other three braces (Table I).
Although the average values were quite variable, the
maximum amount of medial condylar separation was very
good for all of the braces (Table II). All five braces achieved a
maximum separation value (for one subject) of >2.0 mm at
heel-strike. Four of the five braces achieved a maximum separation value of ≥1.0 mm at midstance, and two of the five
achieved a maximum value of >1.0 mm at toe-off. Therefore,
when the average values in Table I are considered, a high maximum value in Table II may suggest that only one of the five
subjects achieved desirable results, while the other four subjects achieved minimal or no separation.
The braces were then evaluated to determine their effectiveness in off-loading the medial condyle. Two evaluations
were conducted to determine the ability of the brace to separate the medial condyle from the tibial plateau by >0.0 mm
and 0.3 mm. It was determined that use of both of these comparative tests would provide a better assessment of brace effectiveness because the first test would reveal separation by the
condyles of any amount and the second would reveal absolute

Fig. 3

A knee in a subject without a brace (left), with an effective brace (center), and with a noneffective
brace (right).
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TABLE II Maximum Amount of Medial Condylar Separation for All Five Subjects at Three Different Locations During the
Stance Phase of Gait
Type of Brace
Bledsoe Thruster 2

Heel-Strike (mm)

Midstance (mm)

Toe-off (mm)

2.3

1.6

2.1

DJ OAdjuster

2.7

1.0

1.5

Breg Tradition

2.7

1.3

0.7

OAsys

2.1

0.8

0.2

GII Unloader Spirit

3.4

1.3

0.9

Anterior cruciate ligament

0.4

0.2

0.2

TABLE III Knees That Attained Medial Condylar Separation of More Than Zero Millimeters in All Five Subjects at Three
Different Locations During Stance Phase of Gait
Type of Brace
Bledsoe Thruster 2

Heel-Strike
(No. of Knees)

Midstance
(No. of Knees)

Toe-off
(No. of Knees)

4

4

4

DJ OAdjuster

4

4

3

Breg Tradition

3

2

2

OAsys

4

3

3

GII Unloader Spirit

3

2

2

Anterior cruciate ligament

3

3

3

separation since the amount would be greater than our process error of 0.3 mm.
The Bledsoe brace was effective in four of five subjects
with respect to creating separation of the medial condyle from
the tibial plateau by >0.0 mm at heel-strike, midstance, and toeoff (Table III). The DJ brace was the next most effective, while
the other three braces achieved mixed results, at times demonstrating effectiveness similar to that of the anterior cruciate ligament brace. At midstance, the anterior cruciate ligament brace
was effective in off-loading the medial condyle by >0.0 mm in
three of five subjects, while the Breg and GII braces were effective in only two of five subjects. This same test was then conducted with use of our process error of 0.3 mm as the threshold.
This may be the best measure of brace effectiveness because the
brace must off-load the medial condyle by 0.3 mm, which is an
absolute separation. During this evaluation, the Bledsoe and DJ

braces were again the most effective (Table IV). Both of these
braces were effective in four of five subjects at heel-strike and effective in three of five subjects at midstance. At toe-off, the
Bledsoe brace was effective in four of five subjects, while the DJ
brace was effective in two subjects.
The final evaluation was to determine the average
amount of separation throughout stance phase for each subject. This average value was produced for each subject by summating the amount of separation for all five instances during
stance phase of gait (heel-strike, 33% of stance phase, midstance, 66% of stance phase, and toe-off) and then dividing
this amount by five (Table V). For Subjects 1, 2, and 3, the
Bledsoe brace achieved the highest amount of separation and
the OAsys and GII braces achieved the least amount of separation. All five braces were ineffective in off-loading the medial
condyle for Subject 4. The Bledsoe and Breg braces were the

TABLE IV Knees That Attained Medial Condylar Separation of More Than 0.3 Millimeter in All Five Subjects at Three
Different Locations During Stance Phase of Gait
Heel-Strike
(No. of Knees)

Midstance
(No. of Knees)

Toe-off
(No. of Knees)

Bledsoe Thruster 2

4

3

4

DJ OAdjuster

4

3

2

Breg Tradition

3

1

2

OAsys

3

1

0

GII Unloader Spirit

2

2

1

Anterior cruciate ligament

3

0

1

Type of Brace
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TABLE V Average Amount of Medial Condylar Separation (in Millimeters) for All Five Subjects
Bledsoe
Thruster

DJ
OAdjuster

Breg
Tradition

OAsys

GII Unloaded
Spirit

Anterior Cruciate
Ligament

1

0.9

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.2

0.1

2

0.6

0.4

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.1

3

0.8

1.0

0.4

0.0

0.0

0.2

Subject

4

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

5

1.6

0.8

0.9

0.5

1.0

0.1

Average

0.8

0.5

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.1

only braces to achieve an average medial condylar separation
of >0.0 mm in all five subjects. The largest average amount of
separation, which was 1.6 mm, was achieved by Subject 5
while wearing a Bledsoe brace. The OAsys brace was least effective for that subject (Table V).
Discussion
he goal of the treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee with
off-loading braces is to reduce loads on the degenerated
compartment. By the transfer of loads to the normal, or at
least less diseased, compartment of the knee, pain from the
narrowed, arthritic compartment may be reduced.
Numerous analyses have been conducted on the abduction and adduction moments at the knee during normal gait.
An abduction moment occurs at early heel-strike, but it quickly
reverses to an adduction moment throughout the remainder of
stance phase33. This adduction moment has been shown to have
a magnitude of between 36 and 50 N, increasing if a coexisting
deformity is present34,35. During the midstance phase of gait in
subjects with normal knees, the medial compressive loads increase to a range of 70% to 75% of the total load at the knee,
secondary to the adduction moment occurring at midstance36-38.
In order to reset the adduction moment, numerous physiologic
compensatory mechanisms are active at the knee joint including: (1) the redistribution of condylar loads, (2) contraction of
antagonist muscle groups, (3) increased tension in the lateral
convex soft tissues and cruciate ligaments, (4) increased body
sway in the lateral direction, (5) decreased stride length, and (6)
decreased inversion moment at the ankle accomplished by outtoeing. If these compensatory mechanisms become inadequate,
excessive medial compartment loads and subsequent medial
knee pain may result.
While the use of osteoarthritic knee bracing has been
shown to be effective clinically, the long-term effectiveness and
the rate of patient compliance have not been well established.
Giori followed patients for a minimum of two and a half years
and found that patient compliance was greatest in younger agegroups39. Perhaps younger patients are more motivated than
their older counterparts to avoid operative treatment; however,
the reasons for discontinuing braces and subsequent treatments were not identified. Other studies have demonstrated the
ability of load-shifting braces to reduce the varus moment40.
Pollo et al. reported improvement in pain and activity levels

T

with valgus bracing41. Bracing in that study reduced the varus
moment by an average of 13% and the medial compartment
load by an average of 11%41. To our knowledge, no previous
study has used three-dimensional fluoroscopic analysis.
In a previous study, we used a two-dimensional in vivo,
weight-bearing fluoroscopic analysis and determined that an
off-loading knee brace can be effective in providing condylar
separation of narrowed and degenerated knee compartments
with a corresponding subjective relief of medial knee pain27. It
was assumed that braces of this design function through the
transfer of load to the contralateral, less diseased compartment. It was then theorized that they also lessen the adduction
moment occurring throughout the majority of stance phase.
The lack of subjective pain relief was found to be correlated
with the absence of condylar separation viewed fluoroscopically in the previous, limited study27. This occurred in patients
with substantial obesity in whom optimal brace fixation was
difficult to obtain. These findings suggest that off-loading
braces, which provide maximal benefit in subjects with reduced soft-tissue girth in the affected lower extremity, allow
for more direct transfer of the externally applied forces to the
underlying femur and tibia.
To our knowledge, the present study is the first to analyze the osteoarthritic knee in three dimensions under in vivo
conditions and to conduct an impartial analysis of multiple
braces designed by five different manufacturers. There was a
noticeable variability among the five braces. At times, the osteoarthritic knee braces were less effective than the anterior
cruciate ligament brace that was used for a placebo effect. In
the present study, the Bledsoe brace produced the best results
and the DJ brace, the next best results. The other three braces
demonstrated more variable and less optimal results. All
braces were most effective in off-loading the knee at heelstrike and least effective at midstance. Four of the five subjects
achieved at least some off-loading of the medial condyle, while
one subject did not experience any benefit from the five osteoarthritic knee braces.
Since the present study had a small sample size, we hope to
add another ten subjects to determine whether there is a significant difference among the braces. We also hope to analyze the
custom osteoarthritic knee braces to determine whether they are
more effective in off-loading the medial femoral condyle than
off-the-shelf braces are. The present study addressed only varus
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gonarthrosis. To our knowledge, no study to date has examined
similar treatment for lateral compartment disease. In conclusion, our study revealed that osteoarthritic knee bracing is an effective mode of treating unicompartmental disease, especially in
a younger patient. Although this is an effective treatment, variable results are evident for the different types of braces. 
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